like needle accumulations through a number of horizons of the soil profile.
Direct investigation of the slime-forming, primitive, nonhumus-producing soil life in the semiterrestrial soils under moss and algae vegetation (The
Strand Moraines, Bowers Piedmont Glacier) could
be performed by investigating drops of capillary
water, removed by micropipettes, under the microscope. With increasing temperature, the life development was surprisingly dense, showing extended
myxobacteria colonies with abundant green algae,
diatoms, amoebae, flagellates, and flourishing ciliates
(mainly Colpoda steinii). Striking was also the high
development of bdelloid wheel animalcules, waterbears, and nematodes. The slime accumulations in
the soil spaces visible in the thin sections seem to
have been produced mainly by the myxobacteria,
but many forms also suggest the presence of mummified bodies of rotifers and tardigrades. On the whole.
the slime formations indicate the most primitive kind
of soil life, comparable to the primeval slimes of
the Precambrian.

Topographic Mapping:
Field Operations 1969-1970
ROBERT H. LYDDAN

U.S. Geological Survey
The U.S. Geological Survey assigned six engineers
to the Antarctic for the 1969-1970 austral summer
to establish geodetic control and to support various
scientific projects. The Survey also assigned a coordinator and photographic specialist to assist in the
geodetic program and to advise Antarctic Development Squadron Six (VXE-6) on visual navigational
and photographic procedures for obtaining mappingquality photography and other photographic coverage for various scientific projects. He also evaluated
the aerial negatives to insure that they met
specifications.
Four engineers were part of an 8-man Geological
Survey party that performed reconnaissance topographic and geologic surveys on the Lassiter Coast.
The topographic party established an astronomic
position at its Wetmore Glacier campsite, which will
be the hub of the Survey's planned 3-year program
of investigations along the western coast of the Weddell Sea. A glaciological strain net was established
across the Glacier to determine its rate of movement.
The topographic party then traversed southward
and established control in the Latady and Scaife
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Mountains. Travelling by motor toboggans, the
party completed 225 km of electronic traverse, occupied 12 stations, and set 9 permanent bench
marks. This control will be sufficient for the compilation of approximately 16,800 km 2 of reconnaissance mapping at 1:250,000 scale. Early next season, this control will be extended into the Sweeney
and Hauberg Mountains before commencing a second traverse northward from the Wetmore Glacier
astronomic station through the Hutton Mountains.
The general weather pattern of continuous whiteouts and blowing snow during the 3-month season
prevented the party from pursuing normal field operations much of the time. If operations are delayed
next season by weather conditions, it may take four
years to establish the required control northward to
the 73°S. parallel.
Upon return to McMurdo Station, the party remeasured the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory's
strain net across the Ross Ice Shelf between Hut
Point and the Koettlitz Glacier.
A two-man party reobserved the astronomic positions at both Byrd and South Pole Stations, established an elevation for the automatic-station tower at
Byrd Station, obtained astronomic azimuths at Byrd
and South Pole for the Coast and Geo&tic Survey's
geomagnetic observatories, took three solar azimuths
along the Byrd strain net for The Ohio State University, and set a post marking the current location
of the South Geographic Pole.
Because of other priorities, no aerial photography
for mapping was obtained this year, but about
18,000 km 2 of reconnaissance photography was
flown over portions of Coats Land and in the vicinity
of Cape Colbeck on the Edward VII Peninsula.
Several special-purpose, multidiscipline photographic projects were flown. These missions included
black-and-white panchromatic and infrared photography for penguin and seal population censuses,
medium- to large-scale coverage for geologic and
glaciologic research projects, and large-scale coverage of the National Geodetic Satellite triangulation
station at McMurdo (part of the Worldwide Geometric Satellite Program) and of Specially Protected
Areas No. 5 (Beaufort Island) and 6 (Cape
Crozier). Color photography was also obtained over
several glaciers in Wright Valley as part of a glaciological project. Arrangements were made to have
over 1,800 prints made by the U.S. Navy photographic laboratory and delivered to field investigators.
Over 8,300 negatives were obtained with the tncamera system in the photoconfigured LC-130 used
in the Scott Polar Research Institute (SPRI) radioecho sounding project. These negatives will be used
in a photogrammetric system to refine the aircraft's
navigational record.
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All negatives are on file at the Antarctic Map and
Aerial Photography Library; however, a complete
set of Sonne prints (8,361) was made at the Navy
photographic laboratory in Christchurch and shipped
directly to SPRI in Cambridge, England.

Shackleton Range Traverse, 1969-1970
SIR VIVIAN FUCHS

British Antarctic Survey
In 1969-1970, for the second year running, a
U.S. Hercules (C-130) aircraft lifted a British Antarctic Survey topographical and geological survey
party into the Shackleton Range from Halley Bay.
During the previous season, tellurometer control for
the western half of the range had been achieved
(Antarctic Journal, vol. IV, no. 4, p. 139), and the
intention was to complete the work.
On November 19, a party of 6 men, three 9-dog
teams, and supplies for 10 weeks were put down
2'/2 miles southeast of Mount Lewis; from this central depot, the three sledge parties operated separately. The two surveyors, Tony True and Allen
Clayton, each accompanied by an assistant, Graham
Wright and Malcolm Guyatt, were to make a wide
sweep from Mount Lewis along the northern flank
of the mountains to the eastern extremity, returning along the southern margin to close with the control established the previous year. The two sledges,
leap-frogging from point to point, covered a total

distance of approximately 1,000 miles. In all, 24
stations were occupied and 22 tellurometer lines
measured in both directions. In addition, theodolite
angles were taken to appropriate points and vertical
angles were measured to establish elevations.
The geological party, comprising Peter Clarkson,
a geologist, and Harry Wiggans, with one dog team
made four separate journeys from the main depot
near Mount Lewis. The first journey covered new
ground towards the eastern end of the range, and
being made in advance of the surveyors, it was possible to erect cairns for them. The rocks were of
various metamorphic types as expected. The second,
and most important, journey to the north of Stephenson Bastion completed an earlier examination of
this critical area, where low-grade slates and quartzites abut against higher-grade metamorphics. From
here, the nunataks between Cornwall and Glen Glaciers were examined; only higher-grade rocks were
found, whereas along the northern edge of the Read
Mountains, slates were again predominant.
After being delayed by bad weather, a trip was
made into the Herbert Mountains to work from
Mount Absalom northwards to Mount Sheffield.
Schists and gneisses were the most common rock
types, but attitudes varied considerably. Finally, the
Morris and Beney Nunataks to the north of Fuchs
Dome were visited to link the geology of the Herbert
Mountains with that already done at Mount Lagrange and areas farther west.
On January 25, when the group had been in the
field for 66 days, the C-130 returned to transport
them back to Halley Bay. At the time, another Her-
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